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Abstract—In this paper, we discuss how to prevent users’ pass-
words from being stolen by adversaries in online environments
and automated teller machines. We propose differentiated virtual
password mechanisms in which a user has the freedom to choose
a virtual password scheme ranging from weak security to strong
security, where a virtual password requires a small amount of
human computing to secure users’ passwords. The tradeoff is
that the stronger the scheme, the more complex the scheme
may be. Among the schemes, we have a default method (i.e.,
traditional password scheme), system recommended functions,
user-specified functions, user-specified programs, and so on. A
function/program is used to implement the virtual password
concept with a tradeoff of security for complexity requiring a
small amount of human computing. We further propose several
functions to serve as system recommended functions and provide
a security analysis. For user-specified functions, we adopt secret
little functions in which security is enhanced by hiding secret
functions/algorithms.

Index Terms—Codebooks, differentiated virtual passwords,
key logger, phishing, secret little functions, shoulder-surfing.

I. Introduction

T
ODAY, THE Internet has entered into our daily lives as

more and more services have been moved online. Besides

reading the news, searching for information, and other risk-

free activities online, we have also become accustomed to

other risk-related work, such as paying using credit cards,

checking/composing emails, online banking, and so on. While

we enjoy its convenience, we are putting ourselves at risk.

Most current commercial websites will ask their users to input

their user identifications (IDs) and corresponding passwords

for authentication. Once a user’s ID and the corresponding

password are stolen by an adversary, the adversary can do

anything with the victim’s account, which can lead to a disaster

for the victim. As a consequence of increasing concerns over

such risks, protecting users’ passwords on the web has become

increasingly critical.
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The secure protocol SSL/TLS [1] for transmitting private

data over the web is well-known in academic research, but

most current commercial websites still rely on the relatively

weak protection mechanism of user authentications via a

plaintext password and user ID. Meanwhile, even though

a password can be transferred via a secure channel, this

authentication approach is still vulnerable to the following

attacks: 1) in phishing attacks, phishers attempt to fraudulently

acquire sensitive information, such as passwords and credit

card details, by masquerading as a trustworthy person or

business in an electronic communication [2]; 2) Password

Stealing Trojan programs contain or install malicious codes.

Examples include: a) key loggers capturing keystrokes in

the machine; and b) Trojan Redirectors redirecting end-users

network traffic to a desired location [5]; and 3) Shoulder

Surfing steals others’ sensitive personal information by looking

over victims’ shoulders [12], [16], [20] or capturing users’

inputs and screens by taking pictures and videos using cameras

and video recorders, respectively. Many schemes, protocols,

and software have been designed to prevent users from some

specified attacks. However, to the best of our knowledge, there

is not a scheme which can defend against all the attacks listed

above at the same time.

In this paper, we present a password protection scheme

that involves a small amount of human computing in an

Internet-based environment or a ATM machine, which will

be resistant to phishing scams, Trojan horses, and shoulder-

surfing attacks. We propose a virtual password concept in-

volving a small amount of human computing to secure users’

passwords in online environments. We propose differentiated

security mechanisms in which a user has the freedom to

choose a virtual password scheme ranging from weak security

to strong security. The tradeoff is that stronger schemes are

more complex. Among the schemes, we have a default method

(i.e., traditional password scheme), a system recommended

function, a user-specified function, a user-specified program,

and so on. A function/program is used to implement the virtual

password concept by trading security for complexity by requir-

ing a small amount of human computing. We further propose

several functions to serve as system recommended functions

and provide a security analysis. We analyze how the proposed

schemes defend against phishing, key logger, shoulder-surfing,

and multiple attacks. In user-specified functions, we adopt

secret little functions in which security is enhanced by hiding
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secret functions/algorithms. To the best of our knowledge, our

virtual password mechanism is the first one which is able to

defend against all three attacks. We further propose a scheme

to adopt μTESLA to be used for re-keying and to defend

against phishing.

The proposed functions include secret little functions and

two other schemes called codebook and reference switching

functions. Our objective is to produce a function achieving

both: 1) ease of computation; and 2) security. However, since

simplicity and security conflict, it is difficult to achieve both.

The idea of this paper is to add some complexity, through

user computations performed by heart/hand or computation

devices, to prevent the three kinds of attacks. There is a

tradeoff of how complex the computation by the users can

be. One goal is to find an easy to compute but secure scheme

for computing.

We believe that, for some sensitive accounts such as online

bank accounts and online credit card accounts, users are likely

to choose additional complexity which requires some degree of

human computing in order to make the account more secure.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We describe

related work about password protection in Section II. In

Section III, we propose the idea of the virtual password,

differentiated security mechanisms, and user-specified

functions or programs, in which we propose the concept of

secret little functions. Two functions (the codebook approach

and reference switching approach) are proposed in Section

IV. We provide some quantitative analysis in Section V. In

Section VI, we describe implementation issues of our scheme.

Finally, we conclude our paper and describe our future work in

Section VII.

II. Related Work

How to shield users’ passwords from being stolen by adver-

saries is not a new topic, but it is always important because

adversaries keep inventing more and more advanced attacks

to break the current defense schemes. This results in more

research on protecting users from such attacks. In this section,

we briefly introduce the previous work on defending against

user password-stealing attacks for the three major categories.

Phishing attacks are relatively new but very effective. There

are two typical types of phishing. First, to prevent phishing

emails [27], [29], [30], a statistical machine learning technol-

ogy is used to filter the likely phishing emails; however, such

a content filter does not always work correctly. Blacklists of

spamming/phishing mail servers are built in [31] and [32];

however, these servers are not useful when an attacker hijacks

a virus-infected PC. In [11], [24], and [25], a path-based veri-

fication was introduced. In [14], a key distribution architecture

and a particular identity-based digital signature scheme were

proposed to make email trustworthy. Second, to defend against

phishing websites, the authors in [21] and [33] developed some

web browser toolbars to inform a user of the reputation and

origin of the websites which they are currently visiting. In

[6]–[10], the authors implemented password hashing with a

salt as an extension of the web browser [6], [9], [10], a web

proxy [13], or a stand-alone Java Applet [15]. Regardless of

the potential challenges considered in an implementation, such

password hashing technology has a roaming problem because

not every web browser installs such an extension or sets the

web proxy. Another more important challenge is that more

web browsers need to be designed in which designers are not

reluctant to include specified extensions for each other.

Unlike phishing, malicious Trojan horses, such as a key

logger, are not attacks, and sophisticated users can avoid them.

Such programs are also easy to develop [17], and there is

a great deal of freeware that can be downloaded from the

Internet to prevent them. You may be advised to install an anti-

spyware or anti-virus software package on your machine or to

set up a firewall to block suspicious packages from the outside.

However, in the event you are traveling to some place without

carrying your own computer and you have to seek help from

an Internet cafe to access the Internet, do you want to trust the

computers in the Internet cafe? In [17], the author presented

a tricky method which can confuse a keylogger, which works

as follows. Instead of typing your whole password into the

login field, the user changes focus outside the login form and

types some random characters between any two successive

password characters. However, this trick does not shield the

user from keylogger attacks. It only makes it slightly more

difficult because it is very easy to record all the keys, mouse

events, and applications of the focus. The authors in [18]

and [19] used a virtual pad for the login system, which

allows a user to click the virtual keyboard on the screen

instead of typing on the physical keyboard, but such a virtual

keyboard faces some of the same problems as above (i.e., an

adversary can record all the mouse events with a combination

of screen snapshots to figure out what the user clicks on

the screen).

Alphanumeric password systems are easily attacked by

shoulder-surfing, in which an adversary can record the user

motions by a hidden camera when the user types in the

password. In [22], the authors adopted a game-like graphi-

cal method of authentication to combat shoulder-surfing; it

requires the user to pick out the passwords from hundreds of

pictures, and then complete rounds of mouse-clicking in the

Convex Hull. However, the whole process needs the help of a

mouse and it takes a long time. In [23], the authors proposed

a scheme to ask a user to answer multiple questions for each

digit. In this way, it is only somewhat resistant to shoulder-

surfing because, if an adversary catches all the questions,

then they will know what the password is. In [23], a game-

based method was designed to use cognitive trapdoor games to

achieve a shield for shoulder-surfing. The author in [26] filed

a patent to allow a user to make some calculations based on a

system generated function and random number for the user to

prevent password leaking. However, the scheme in [26] is not

anti-phishing and the password can be stolen if an adversary

uses a camera to record all the screens of the system and

motions of the victim.

Note that using SSL/TLS in websites could not prevent key

logger attacks.

In the traditional challenge-response protocol: 1) a user

sends his/her identity to the server, who generates and returns

a random number r, as the challenge; and 2) the user’s
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response is f (r, h(P)), where f () is a function and h() is the

hash function, and P is the password. However, the above

challenge-response protocol suffers phishing attacks, Password

Stealing Trojan programs (such as key loggers and Trojan

Redirectors), and Shoulder Surfing. For example, both key

logger and Shoulder Surfing can steal user’s password. A

zero-knowledge password is a way to verify that a user has a

certain secret information. However, such secret information

once typed in the system suffers key logger and Shoulder

Surfing attacks.

In the previous sections, we have briefly introduced some

schemes without including methods which need hardware

support. None of the schemes above can prevent phishing,

Trojan horse, and shoulder-surfing at the same time.

A one-time password (OTP) does not use a static pass-

word, and therefore can prevent replay attacks. There are

several approaches to generate and distribute OPTs: 1) a

time-synchronization method; 2) a mathematical algorithm to

generate a password based on old ones; and 3) a mathematical

algorithm to generate a challenge [36], [37]. In the time-

synchronization method, a password is generated based on the

current time, while the server and the client programs need

time-synchronization via a physical electronic token. In the

second method, OPTs must be used by a predefined order

such as using a one-way hush function [36], [37]. In the

third method, challenge-response can be done by a physical

token. Therefore, an OPT method needs a electronic token,

mobile phone, or out-of-band channel such as SMS messaging

[36]. The idea of our proposed virtual password is similar to

OPT. However, the approaches are different. For example, in

the proposed secret little function approach, the secret little

function is built between the server and the user (a human

being), whereas in a OPT method, communications are done

between the server and a physical device (either a token, a

computer, or a cellular phone). Also, a OPT assumes that the

physical device is secure and not compromised; whereas our

secret little function method does not need such an assumption.

For example, when a user on a business trip uses a un-trusted

machine at an Internet Cafe, or a ATM machine, a OPT method

becomes difficult to used since the physical device (token

or cellular phone) is difficult to connect via the un-trusted

machine or the ATM machine. But our method can be easily

and safely used.

Note that an early short version of this paper was presented

in the conference [35]. There is also some related work for

password and authentication methods [38]–[68].

III. Differentiated Virtual Passwords and

Secret Little Functions

In Section III-A, we propose the idea of the virtual pass-

word. In Section III-B, we propose differentiated security

mechanisms in which a user has the freedom to choose

a virtual password scheme ranging from weak security to

strong security. In Section III-C, we propose user-specified

functions or programs, in which we propose the concept of

secret little functions. We discuss virtual password function

with a helper-application in Section III-D. We discuss virtual

password functions without a helper-application in general in

Section III-E. We present μTESLA authentication in

Section III-F

A. Virtual Password

To authenticate a user, a system (S) needs to verify a user

(U) using the user’s password (X) and ID (also denoted as U)

which the user provides. In this procedure, S authenticates U

by using U and X, which is denoted as: S → U: U, X. Both

U and X are fixed. It is reasonable that a password should be

constant so that it can be easily remembered. However, the

price of being easily remembered is that the password can be

stolen by others and then used to access the victim’s account.

At the same time, we can not put X in a randomly variant

form because it would be impossible for a user to remember

the password. To confront such a challenge, we propose a

scheme using the new concept of virtual password.

A virtual password is a dynamic password that is generated

differently each time from a virtual password scheme and then

submitted to the server for authentication. A virtual password

scheme P is composed of two parts, a fixed alphanumeric X

(i.e., the real password, also called the hidden password) and a

function F from the domain ψ to ψ, where the ψ is the letter

space which can be used for passwords. Since we call P =

(X, F ) a virtual password scheme, we call F a virtual password

function (VPF). The result (denoted as V ) of the VPF is called

a virtual password, and F may have some hidden parameters,

H , which are the secrets between the server and the user. If

this is the case, we denote F with FH (...). Note that the VPF

can be a secret between the server and the user. Let X =

x1x2...xn denote a vector standing for the hidden password,

where xi (i = 1...n) is a digit, and n is the length of the vector.

Let R = r1r2...rn denote the random number provided by the

server, also called the random salt, and prompted in the login

screen by the server. V = v1...vn is the virtual password used

for authentication. The user input includes (U, V ), where U is

the user ID. On the server side, the server can also calculate V

in the same way to compare it with the submitted password.

We use V = FH (X, R) or FH (xi, ri) = vi interchangeably in

the rest of this paper.

It is easy for the server to verify the user if F is a bijective

function. If F is not a bijective function, it is also possible to

allow the server to verify the user as follows. The server first

finds the user’s record from the database based on the user’s

ID (i.e., U), then it computes V and compares it with the one

provided by the user. A bijective function makes it easier for

the system to use the reverse function to deduce F ’s virtual

password. Therefore, we do not assume that F is a bijective

function.

The user should be free to pick the hidden password.

We propose a differentiated security mechanism in the next

subsection to allow the user to choose a VPF.

B. Differentiated Security via a VPF

We have introduced the concept of the virtual password;

next, we detail how to apply it in an Internet-based envi-

ronment. We propose a differentiated security mechanism for
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Fig. 1. Screenshot of user registration: Step 1.

system registration in which the system allows users to choose

a registration scheme ranging from the simplest one (default)

to a relatively complex one, where a registration scheme

includes a way to choose a virtual password function. The

more complex the registration, the more secure the system is,

and the more user involvement is required. A screenshot of

the first step of the proposed registration is shown in Fig. 1.

Whether a virtual password scheme is used or not, the user is

required to input the read password and ID in Step 2 of the

registration.

In Fig. 1, a user has the freedom to choose a default

approach in the traditional way or a more complex scheme

as proposed in this paper. A user can choose a recommended

virtual password function, define his/her own virtual password

function, or even define a common program to share between

the user and the server to calculate the password.

1) The system recommended approach is that, after the

system receives a registration request, it automatically

generates a function. The users do not have to provide

extra information about the function to the server except

for some necessary parameters, called hidden parameters

(H).

2) The user specified function approach is the one in which

users themselves can choose any function they like.

However, such freedom is based on the assumption that

the user has some basic knowledge about VPFs, which

can be introduced by an online introduction.

3) The indirectly-specified approach, instead of letting ei-

ther the user or the server make the full decision, allows

a user to specify the desired security degree. Then the

server will assign a function according to that degree.

4) An extreme scheme is that the user can even provide a

program in C or Java instead of a function. This requires

a very advanced user.

Note that, except for the default approach, either human

computing is involved or a handhold device (or a computer)

which can be programmed to compute the virtual password

is needed. We could develop a smart application to make the

complex calculation for the user which can be run on the

mobile device, such as a cellular phone, PDA, smart phone,

iphone, personal computer, or programmable calculator, to

relieve the user from complicated calculations and to overcome

any short-term memory problem. If such a helper-application

is involved, we should make sure that the helper-application

itself is unique to each user account and only works for the

corresponding user account.

Regardless of the approach chosen, a user’s registration

in the system is similar (i.e., the user submits a user ID

and a fixed password). The one difference from a traditional

approach is that in the virtual password scheme, a VPF must

be set during the registration phase.

The server then delivers this function information to the

user via some channels, such as displaying it on the screen or

in an email. The user needs to either remember this function

together with the password they have chosen or to save them in

disks or emails. The user-specified password and the system-

generated function are combined to form a virtual password

scheme.

We also note that a small amount of human-computing is

involved in the authentication process. We have to choose

a VPF to make the calculation as simple as possible if the

helper-application is not used. A user has to remember both

the hidden password and the function (i.e., VPF), and as a

result more effort is required to remember them. However, the

virtual password will be resistant to a dictionary attack, mostly

because users like to create a password which is either related

to their own name, date of birth, other simple words, and so on.

In a traditional password scheme, users can change their

password. This is also true in our virtual password scheme.

Unlike the traditional scheme, users can change the hidden

password, the VPF, or both.

C. User-Specified Functions/Programs

The strongest security approaches let the user define a user-

specified function or program. Since the chosen function is

only known by the server and the user and the key space of

functions are infinite with high-order, these approaches are

very secure for even simple functions.

In many classical ciphers, secret encryption algorithms are

common. In modern ciphers, encryption algorithms are open

to the public but keys of these algorithms are kept secret.

One reason that modern ciphers seldom choose secret encryp-

tion algorithms is that secret encryption algorithms prevent

communication among parties such as commercial products,

networking protocols, and so on. Therefore, the approach in

which only keys are kept as secrets (small data) and algorithms

(large programs) are open to the public for implementation is

very popular in modern ciphers.

The reason for using secret encryption algorithms (i.e.,

user-specified VPFs) is that secrets are very personal to a

particular user and should not be known by others except

the server. On the other hand, for example, a wireless local

area network (WiFi) needs open encryption algorithms to

allow products from different companies to communicate with

each other. Otherwise, one company’s WiFi card could not

communicate with that of another company. However, in our

application, communication is only between a user and a

server so that it is good to use secret encryption algorithms,

since secret encryption algorithms enhance security by hiding

the algorithms/functions. Therefore, we claim that, for a very
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personal communication, such as one between a user and a

server, it is acceptable to use secret encryption algorithms.

The function space is infinite with high-order.

Some people may be concerned that trained professionals

cannot provide an easy and secure function, so most users may

not either. This concern is not actually necessary. Since even

a very simple function will be secure because the attackers

do not know what kind of functions the user chose (i.e.,

functions are kept as secrets instead of keys and the resulting

function space is infinite with high-order). Examples of simple

functions can be as follows:

1) flip one bit in the password;

2) flip one digit in the password;

3) add one to each odd digit and minus one in each even

digit;

4) the first digit of the password is tripled; 100x+birthdate,

where x is the real password in an integer form trans-

ferred from ASCII codes;

5) reversing even bits of the real password in a binary form;

6) a secret function x+a, where a is a constant, and x is the

fixed password;

7) a secret function x-a, where a is a constant, and x is the

fixed password;

8) a secret function a*x, where a is a constant, and x is the

fixed password;

9) add an additional constant digit/character at a fixed

place;

10) a secret linear function [a(x+y)+c] mod (m), where a

and c are constants, y is a random number generated by

the server, and x is the fixed password;

11) and so on.

User specified functions can be infinite. Since attackers do

not know the function forms (i.e., secret encryption algo-

rithms), these simple functions are very secure. Otherwise,

it would be easy to attack these functions. Note that user-

specified functions do not need to be bijective.

We call these simple and secure functions secret little

functions. They are useful in our context. One problem is that

extra effort is required in programming the function into the

server upon the creation of an account, so human intervention

that may be needed.

Another constraint is that secret little functions must use the

random number provided by the server; otherwise, it would

still be subject to Key-logger attacks since the attackers do

not need to know the function but can simply input the same

capture inputs again to gain access.

Advanced users can also define a program to be used.

As for the server storage, assuming that each VPF needs

0.2K storage space, the total storage space for 10 000 user

accounts registered on the server is 2M, which is reasonable.

Note that the secret little function is that the function F

defined in P = (X, F ).

D. VPF With a Helper-Application

If a helper-application is available for the user, the user

needs to type the random salt into the helper-application;

subsequently, the virtual password is generated by the helper-

application. The user then types the generated virtual password

in the login screen. In this way, the extra time required is very

small and the precision will be 100% correct as long as the user

types the correct random salt displayed on the login screen.

This works when the user has a mobile device, such as

a cellular phone, PDA, smart phone, or iphone. However,

such mobile devices are not able themselves to communicate

with the server to which the user wants to login. No matter

how complex the VPF is, the helper-application can always

generate the correct virtual password for the user. This case is

the most sophisticated one, and it is also the most convenient

approach for the user.

For password changing, the user only needs to get a

new helper-application after the password change instead of

remembering all the changed parts of the virtual password.

Note that the server must make the corresponding changes

too.

A one-way hash function and many other functions (such

as known encryption algorithms) can serve as VPFs.

If we further assume that the helper-application can commu-

nicate with the server, the user only needs to type the random

salt in the helper-application, and then the rest of the work

is done by the helper-application. The helper-application can

generate the virtual password and submit the login request

associated with the user account information, which can be

built into the helper-application for the corresponding user.

For password changing, the helper-application communicating

with the server is a better way to change passwords and make

them more secure (i.e., the helper-application can periodically

make the password change request to server and update

the corresponding virtual password built into the helper-

application). The whole process can be completely transparent

to the user.

E. VPF Without a Helper-Application

If there is no helper-application for a user, the user needs to

calculate the virtual password from the VPF with the inputs,

the random salt, and the hidden password. The whole login

process may take a little bit longer because it requires the

user to perform some calculations. This must work for the

user who has no mobile device, so the VPF should not be too

complicated for human computing.

Password changing in VPF is similar to traditional password

changing. The user can choose a new password, which is the

hidden password, a new VPF, or both. After such changes, the

user needs to remember the new virtual password.

The VPF plays a critical role in the virtual password,

especially when the user chooses the option of “Use a rec-

ommended virtual password function” in Fig. 1. There are an

infinite number of VPFs, so designing an appropriate function

is very critical to the success of our scheme.

In order to defend against phishing, key-loggers, and

shoulder-surfing while the system is authenticating the user,

this function should meet the following criteria.

1) The function should have some random input provided

by the server, which then allows the users to type in

different inputs each time they log in the system. This

ensures that the key logger can not steal the password
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because the real password is not typed and the typed

inputs change each time.

2) The function should be easy for the users. To make the

system more secure, we could increase the complexity

of the VPF. However, the resulting function may be

very difficult to remember or utilize. The objective is

to design less complex but secure VPFs.

3) The function should be unobservable (i.e., the observed

password the user types in for the login session does not

disclose hidden secrets), so that adversaries cannot use

the stolen information to log into the system.

4) The function should be unsolvable (i.e., the adversaries

should not be able to solve the function with the poten-

tial information they are able to obtain).

These four requirements are used to guide us to design the

appropriate VPFs. There are many functions which meet all

the requirements listed above.

F. μTESLA Authentication

In this subsection, we propose a scheme to adopt μTESLA

to be used for re-keying and defending against phishing.

In the previous sections, we discussed how to use the

virtual password to defend against phishing, key loggers, and

shoulder-surfing. In this section, we propose another scheme

to guard against phishing attacks by allowing the user to

authenticate the server and adopting μTESLA to provide

freshness of the server key. The purpose of this scheme is that

it can be used for authentication of the server before re-keying

of the previous scheme. This μTESLA scheme can be very

useful when the web browser or other client side applications,

such as the helper-application in our virtual password, can have

an authentication function implemented. This scheme can also

be used to protect from phishing via emails.

μTESLA [34] is an authentication scheme which was origi-

nally designed for sensors to authenticate a broadcast message

sender in a sensor network based on a public one-way hash

function F .

We could use the methodology to defend against phishing

attacks or to authenticate the server before re-keying. We

adjust it with the assumption that the server side and client

side will choose the same public hash function; we discuss

how it works in the registration phase, sign-on phase, and

password change phase.

In the registration phase, upon a registration request, in

addition to preparing the general password, user id, and

other information, the server needs to generate a chain key

Km, ..., K0 by randomly choosing the Km and then producing

the Kn−1 = F (Kn) where n = 0, 1, ..., m. The server will then

pass the K0 to the client.

In the sign-on phase, once the sign-on request arrives at

the server side, the server presents the sign on screen to the

clients who need to provide the authentication code, which

will be encrypted by the latest key. For example, the nth

time the user signs in to the system, the server produces the

authentication code as EKn−1
(Kn) and passes this to the client.

When the client receives the package, they first need to decrypt

the authentication code with the current key (i.e., Kn−1) then

to get the Kn and then use this Kn to verify this sign-on screen

is from the right server in the following way: if F (Kn) = Key,

it is verified and the currently held key is updated to be Kn;

otherwise, it is denied.

In this way, the client can verify the server and be protected

from phishing attacks because the phisher has no knowledge

of the K0, ..., Km and therefore is not able to fake the authenti-

cation code. Furthermore, the server should use the latest used

key to encrypt the current key, since, if the authentication code

is not encrypted, the phisher could pretend that they are clients

and try to log in to the system. The server then presents the

login screen along with the new authentication code Kn, which

makes if difficult for the phisher to fake a login screen with

the correct authentication code to lure the client.

Because the number of keys from K0 to Km is finite, the

server will eventually use up all the authentication codes, even

if we choose a very large value of m. The server and client

should build a scheme to regenerate their authentication code,

which we refer to here as re-keying of the authentication key

refreshes. This is an easy job and can be conducted once both

the client and the server verify each other. The server needs to

generate a new chain of keys, as it did in the user registration

phase, and to deliver the first of the keys to the client.

This μTESLA scheme will work effectively to shield the

clients from phishing attacks, and it could be used together

with our virtual password scheme to protect the user’s pass-

word.

IV. Codebook and Reference Switching

Here, we propose two approaches to the virtual password

function. They are not perfect, but they are acceptable in the

hostile password phishing environment. For the first approach,

some small codebooks will be needed. A codebook should

be small enough to be printed on a pocket-sized card, stored

in a saved e-mail, or stored in a PDA or cell phone for the

user to carry. It is not impossible but would be unrealistic

to ask the user to remember the entire codebook. For the

second approach, we design a function that is easy to compute

with paper-and-pencil or a nonscientific calculator. However,

its inverse function should be difficult to compute without

knowing some hidden parameters. Our ultimate goal is to

design a zero-knowledge interactive proving protocol, but this

is impossible given the constraints mentioned earlier. Thus,

our next ideal functions would be those that do not give away

enough information to significantly compromise the user’s

account.

A. Codebook

We first assume that our server has sufficient computing

power to run a cryptographically secure random number

generator (RNG). This requirement is necessary to protect the

whole system; in case a user loses their codebook, the system

will not be compromised and the user can easily ask for a new

codebook without changing the parameters of the RNG. Note

that linear congruential generators is not as cryptographically

secure RNG.

Our first codebook is rather straightforward. In the setup

session, the user decides the length of the password, n. The
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server then gives n 10-digit random numbers. Suppose that we

are doing this to protect a 4-digit PIN (i.e., n = 4). The sever

outputs four random numbers, R0, R1, R2, and R3, with each

having ten digits. Let r(i,0), r(i,1), r(i,2), ..., r(i,9) denote the ten

digits of Ri. The user’s codebook is given as follows:

r(0,0) r(0,1) r(0,2) . . . x(0,9)

r(1,0) r(1,1) r(1,2) . . . x(1,9)

r(2,0) r(2,1) r(2,2) . . . x(2,9)

r(3,0) r(3,1) r(4,2) . . . x(3,9)

It is up to the user to decide how to store or memorize the

codebook. To login to the system, the system will present a

4-digit random number R = abcd, where each letter represents

a digit. The virtual password the user must key in would be

v(i,a)v(i,b)v(i,c)v(i,d).

For security analysis, we consider the phishing attack be-

cause it is the most aggressive attack in which the adversary

can control the random number R. For each attack, the phisher

will provide a fake random number R to the victim. If

successful, the adversary will get four corresponding digits in

the codebook. As a result, the chance that the adversary can

correctly guess one digit of the password is the chance that

the system asks for the same position plus the chance that

the system asks for the other nine positions and the adversary

guesses them correctly (i.e., 1
10

+ 9
10

×
1

10
≈

1
5
).

In other words, the chance of the adversary breaking

into the victim’s account after one successful phishing is

(0.2)4 = 1/625. It is likely that the adversary will conduct more

than one attack and that the victim will not be aware of the

situation in the first few rounds of phishing. To maximize the

information gained, the adversary will ask different positions

in each phishing. Let p be the number of successful phishing

attacks on the same user. Also, let n be the length of the

password and s the number of different symbols for a digit (in

the present example, s = 10). We have the following formula

for the chance the adversary may get into the victim’s account:
(

p

s
+

s − p

s
×

1

s

)p

=

(

1 + p

s
−

p

s2

)p

. (1)

Table I contains the results from using this codebook.

Conventionally, we use four digits of Arabic numbers (symbol

size s = 10) for a PIN code. Under a phishing free environment,

the code is protected by its key space of size 104. Without this

virtual password protection, one successful phishing attack

will completely invalidate the PIN code. It is clear that our

codebook approach can significantly decrease the chance of

breaking the protection after a few successful phishings. It is

safe to assume that, after a few phishing attacks, the victim

will become suspicious and stop responding to the phisher.

According to the table above, after three successful attacks,

the adversary’s odds of getting into the system increases to

1.87×10−2. In this case, the victim’s account is still relatively

safe if we require the server to lock the account after multiple

attempts to login to the account with an invalid password.

We may also increase the length of the password to resist

more attacks. For example, if we use ten digits, the chances

of compromising the account after three successful phishing

TABLE I

Chance of Breaking the Passwords Under Phishing Attacks

(Symbol Size = 10)

TABLE II

Chance of Breaking the Passwords Under Phishing Attacks

(Symbol Size = 64)

attacks are about the same as a 4-digit PIN code under a

phishing-free environment. However, we should take every

precaution and assume that five or more successful phishing

attacks can be made on a careless user. To have a password

with 20 digits is unrealistic. Instead, we can increase the

symbol size by allowing letters and some special symbols to be

used in the passwords. In practice, 64 is a reasonable symbol

size. We have the results in Table II.

According to the above table, if the symbol size is increased

to 64, the security level of four digit passwords after five suc-

cessful phishing attacks is still at the level of conventional 4-

digit PIN codes under a phishing-free environment. In practice,

it is not likely that a user will respond to the phisher more than

five times without getting suspicious. Note that our concern is

very different from the chosen (or known)-plain text attack in

the context of cryptography because a large amount of plain-

cipher text is not available to the phisher.

B. Reference Switching

Let � denote the alphanumeric set, where alphabets are

case insensitive. Each element in � is coded by 0 = 0, 1 =

1, ..., 9 = 9, A = 10, B = 11, ..., and Z = 35 for arithmetic.

Here, we present a reference switching (RS) function, �∗ →

�∗, using the hidden password as a reference. RS does not

have to be bijective, as we believe that this restriction will

help the adversary narrow down the possibilities. Since the

server and the user share the same hidden function parameters,

the two parties can obtain the same result while the adversary
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has little chance of his/her result agreeing with the server’s.

Let X = x1x2...xn be the hidden password, provided that we

require n to be a prime number not less than 7. This length

restriction is required for security reasons that we will explain

later. When the user tries to login to the system, the system

presents n random alphanumeric digits R = r1r2...rn. Let V =

v1v2...vn be the virtual password that the user needs to input.

RS(X, R) = V is computed as follows. For each i = 1...n

vi = rix(xiri mod n)+1 mod 36. (2)

Consider the following example. Let n = 7, X =

ABCD123, and S denote the alphanumeric set of x (i.e.,

S = A, B, C, D, 1, 2, 3). Suppose that the sever presents

r = 1 234 567 for the user to compute the virtual password.

We have the following calculation:

xi code ri xiri xai
vi

x1 A 10 1 3 D D

x2 B 11 2 1 B M

x3 C 12 3 1 B X

x4 D 13 4 3 D G

x5 1 1 5 5 2 A

x6 2 2 6 5 2 C

x7 3 3 7 0 A Y

The fifth column of the table ai = (xiri mod 7) + 1

is computed for the reference of X that will actually be

used in computing vi. The user should input DMXGACY

as the password and this is what the server requires for

authentication.

What happens if the user is linked to a phisher’s page?

Successful phishing, as well as shoulder-surfing and key-

logger, will make R and V available to the adversary. Thus,

the adversary can recover the set of elements in the sixth

column of the table above by xai
= r−1

i ki mod 36. Let such

a set be S′; thus S′ = A, B, D, 2. Clearly, S′ ⊆ S. However,

the positions of these digits will not be revealed no matter

how many rounds of successful phishing have been conducted

by the adversary because all he/she can get is a subset of

S. For example, with R = 1111111, the adversary will have

S′ = B, C, D, 1, 2, 3. In the worst case, the adversary may get

S′ = S, but the actual X is still protected to a certain extent by

the number of permutations of S. To make this amount more

significant, we suggest letting X have at least 11 digits. In

this case, even when S is recovered, we still have more than

35 million permutations for the phisher to guess. We suggest

letting the length of X be a prime number so that every digit

in X has a chance to be used. For example, if the length of X

is even and R contains only even digits, then only the digits

at even positions in X will be used for V .

V. Quantitative Security Analysis

However, to the best of our knowledge, there is not a scheme

which can defend against all the attacks listed above at the

same time.

Note that using SSL/TLS in websites could not prevent key

logger attacks.

Quantitative analysis is always necessary in security anal-

ysis. We differentiate the three common methods of stealing

passwords according to the degree of damage they are able to

cause. It may be difficult to clearly say that one attack is more

powerful than the other, but they do have different properties

that may affect design principles for password protection

against them.

1) Phishing. This is the most aggressive method, since

the adversary can choose fake random numbers to help

him/her figure out the hidden part of the password.

The possible key-space dramatically drops after a few

successful phishing attacks. But the adversary cannot

conduct successful attacks on the same victim too many

times because the victim will eventually become suspi-

cious.

2) Shoulder-surfing. This attack is less aggressive due to its

physical constraints. The adversary may just randomly

pick up a victim and obtain some limited data over the

victim’s shoulder. Even if a camera is well installed

at a certain spot, the victims still arrive on a random

basis. The adversary has no control oven them. On the

other hand, we may assume that the adversary can also

observe the random numbers provided by the system.

In other words, if the virtual password function is not

complicated enough, the key-space will significantly

drop after a few shoulder-surfing attacks.

3) Key-logger. This is the least aggressive attack among the

three because the adversary cannot control and observe

the random number. It may be safe to assume that the

adversary cannot observe the random number provided

by the system because the random numbers are shown

on the screen and user key/mouse actions usually do not

react directly to the numbers. However, the victim may

not be able to know that he/she is under attack (e.g., a

well-hidden Trojan program). Thus, given a sufficiently

long period of time, the adversary may collect a certain

amount of data for analysis.

Thus, with the strength and weakness of the three possible

real-world attacks in mind, we do not have to examine our

schemes with theoretical cryptographic standards that may

lead us to an impossible task under the computational con-

straints of designing a virtual password scheme; instead, we

look for an economic method that can protect passwords

against the three methods under some reasonable assumptions.

We propose some criteria as follows.

1) How many successful phishing attacks can be tolerated?

We think 10–20 are enough. Tolerating more than 50 or

100 successful phishing attacks may not be necessary

because it is not likely that a user will keep giving away

information more than that many times without getting

any positive feedback. In other words, our schemes

should remain secure after 10 to 20 successful phishing

attacks. This is already very conservative.

2) For key-logger/shoulder-suffer, our scheme should re-

main secure after the adversary obtains 500–1000 pairs
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of random numbers and virtual passwords. Making it

a few thousand attacks may also be possible. A user

may login his/her account with the same password 500–

1000 times before the system forces the user to change

passwords.

Also, the following questions should be answered in order

to give a precise analysis.

1) How many tries can an adversary make to login to an

account without a correct password? ATM machines

usually allow three tries. Some secure band accounts

also only allow three tries.

2) What is the size of the key-space we need to maintain

after some attacks? So far we have found that it is

impossible to maintain sufficiently large key-space after

a few attacks (phishing/shoulder-surfing). An alternative

is to make it computationally secure; that is, even if

there is only one key left consistent with the observed

information, the key is still difficult to find. Our RS

function may have this property.

3) How many victims can an adversary have?

The three questions will determine the chance of an ad-

versary breaking into an account. The user and the server (for

example, the banker) may have different prospects. A user may

feel relatively protected if the key space is dropped to a few

hundred, as long as the login process will be locked after a few

wrong tries. On the other hand, the server may not agree if the

determining adversary can have a few hundred victims over

a short period, because that means the adversary has a very

good change of compromising at least one or two accounts.

A. Security Analysis for Secret Little Functions

User specified functions can be infinite. Since attackers

do not know the function forms (i.e., secret encryption al-

gorithms), these simple functions are very secure. Therefore,

secret little functions can easily prevent phishing, shoulder-

surfing, key-logger, and even multiple attacks. How many

successful phishing attacks can be tolerated by secret little

functions? The answer is infinite. For key-logger/shoulder-

suffer, secret little functions can remain secure after the

adversary obtains many virtual passwords.

Next, we prove that the proposed scheme can prevent the

following attacks.

1) Phishing. Since each time, each time the user inputs

a virtual password, the phishing attacker could get the

virtual password, but cannot obtain the real password.

The virtual password is different each time.

2) Shoulder-surfing. Since each time, each time the user

inputs a virtual password, the shoulder-surfing attacker

could get the virtual password, but cannot obtain the real

password. The virtual password is different each time.

3) Key-logger. Since each time, each time the user inputs a

virtual password, the Key-logger attacker could get the

virtual password, but cannot obtain the real password.

The virtual password is different each time.

4) Replay attack. The virtual password does not suffer the

replay attack since each time, the server generated a

different random number.

TABLE III

Responses of Users

Q/A How comfortable to do a single
digit calculation?

Very easy 50%

Difficult without a calculator 2%

Ok without a calculator 19%

Easy without a calculator 29%

Q/A Would you like to improve your
password security with a little bit
extra time?

Yes 41%

No 6%

Dno’t care 16%

Yes, but depends on extra time 37%

We can prove mathematically that secret little function is

much more secret than any other symmetric cipher (such

as DES, AES, and so on) under the brute-force attack with

the following theorem, while the brute-force attack is to try

every possible key on a piece of ciphertext until an intelligible

translation into plaintext is obtained.

Theorem 1: Under the brute-force attack, secret little func-

tion is much more secret than any other symmetric cipher.

Proof: Let P , C, and K denote the plaintext, ciphertext, and

key, respectively, for any given symmetric cipher. Let LP , LC,

and LK denote the lengthes of P , C, and K, respectively. For

an attacker to try to use the brute-force attack to the symmetric

cipher, the number of alternative keys is 2LK . In other words,

the attacker at worst needs to try 2LK to get the correct key. On

the other hand, for a secret little function approach, the number

of alternative keys is the number of secret little functions.

Since the number of secret little functions is not only infinite,

but also uncountable infinite, the number of alternative keys

for the secret little function approach is infinite, denoted as

∞. Since we have 2LK ≪ ∞, we then prove the theorem.

B. Security Analysis for Codebook and RS

The codebook and RS approaches can prevent shoulder-

surfing and key-logger since a human is not likely to tolerate

more than two or three phishing attacks without being able to

get into the system. RS is much stronger than the codebook

approach since the function using a codebook cannot survive

ten successful phishing attacks while the RS can survive an

arbitrary number of successful phishing attacks.

VI. Implementation and Evaluation

We implement secret little functions and demonstrate that

they defeat phishing, key-logger, and shoulder-surfing attacks

in a PC machine. Even though such a calculation is compli-

cated for some people, our helper-applications help to relieve

the users of this required human computing. A user response

test in the next is to test the user’s feeling on the time spent

to calculate the virtual password.

Our password scheme is dynamic and requires a user to

make some computations. A survey in Table III is used to

collect 50 users’ responses for our system implementation.

It was found that most of the respondents could complete the
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single digit calculation easily without help from the calculator.

The most of the surveyed people showed their need for more

secure internet with the cost of spending a little extra time.

VII. Conclusion

We discussed the challenges of protecting users’ passwords

on the internet and presented some related work in this field.

We discussed how to prevent users’ passwords from being

stolen by adversaries. We proposed a virtual password concept

involving a small amount of human computing to secure users’

passwords in online environments. We proposed differentiated

security mechanisms in which a user has the freedom to choose

a virtual password scheme ranging from weak security to

strong security. The function/program is used to implement the

virtual password concept with a tradeoff between security and

complexity and requires small amount of human computing.

However, since simplicity and security conflict with each other,

it is difficult to achieve both. We further proposed several

functions serving as system recommended functions and pro-

vided a security analysis. We analyzed how the proposed

schemes defend against phishing, key-logger, shoulder-surfing

attacks, and multiple attacks. In user-specified functions, we

adopted secret little functions in which security is enhanced by

hiding secret functions/algorithms. In conclusion, user-defined

functions (secret little functions) are better.

We believe that for some important accounts such as bank

accounts, some users would like to spend a little more human

computing time to make it more secure, especially when using

a computer in an insure environment such as the Internet cafe.

In the future, we plan to study how to design smarter

functions to alleviate the computation-burden of the user. We

would also like to develop some small applications with built-

in virtual passwords, which will be able to run at a customer’s

wireless device, such as a cellular phone or a PDA. With such

an application, the user only needs to input the system random

digits which the system provides and then the virtual password

is automatically calculated for the user.
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